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Steel Measuring Tape Deli Tools EDL9010B
Practical  Deli  measuring  tape  with  a  length  of  10m  is  a  universal  tool  for  home  and  professional  use.  Using  it,  you  can  easily  make
accurate measurements of walls or floors. Independent work is facilitated by a convenient to use button and automatic lock. A similar
measuring tape will come in handy on every construction site and during most renovations. It is suitable for both larger projects and, for
example, when refurbishing a small room.
 
Practical, solid
The 0.11mm thick rolled tape is made of durable, stiff material, so it does not tangle and holds straight. Its stiffness reaches 1.2m, which
means  that  it  does  not  break  to  this  length.  The  graduations  on  the  tape  are  very  clear  and  easy  to  read.  What's  more,  the  tape
automatically  retracks  slowly  enough  that  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  cutting  yourself.  The  tape  measure  is  also  equipped  with
ergonomic housing made of ABS plastic, which is characterized by strength and high resistance to shocks, falls and wear. The tape has a
special measuring hook that allows for precise internal and external measurement. There is a stainless steel handle on the side of the
tape measure to attach it to your belt, and on the back there is a string that allows you to hang it in your workshop.
 
Brand	
Deli
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Model	
EDL9010B
Dimensions	
90x34x82mm
Tape width	
25mm
Length	
10m
Accuracy class	
II
Color	
Yellow
Weight	
400g
Material	
ABS + stainless steel
Other	
Lock, automatic tape retraction, belt buckle

Preço:

€ 6.00
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